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The web-based sentence repetition test 

to diagnose developmental language disorder (DLD) 

User manual 

Introduction 
The web-based Sentence repetition test is used to assess language ability. Difficulties in sentence 

repetition, together with problems in non word repetition, are a core deficit of developmental language 

disorder (DLD). Although sentence repetition may seem a straightforward task, it involves a wide 

variety of language components, as speech perception, speech production, lexical, semantic and 

grammatical knowledge. Using sentence repetition is therefore an effective way of testing language 

ability. 

 

When using the web-based Sentence repetition test, the participant sits in a sound treated room with 

two loud speakers on the left and right side about 85 cm apart from her/him. The participant listens to 

a number of prerecorded sentences. The presentation level may either be calibrated to comfortable level 

for the participant, or presented at 50 dB SPL (see Pinkl et al., 2021). The participant listens and repeats 

the sentences directly after he/she has heard the whole sentence. The tester notes (by check bocks) the 

words that were NOT repeated correctly. Below the properties of the test are described in detail. 

 

Sign in: The test can be accessed via http://www.sentencerepetition.com where the tester/admin can 

sign in using a valid email address and password received from the administrator. Figure 1 shows the 

login page of the online research platform. 

 

 
Figure 1: Login page of the web-based sentence repetition test. 

 

http://www.sentencerepetition.com/
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Menu: When logged in, the test can be performed using the menus explained below. 

 
A) Dashboard: 

The dashboard menu is also the “Home” button which leads the tester to the start page 

showing the menus; Sentences (the number of sentences of the present version) and 

Test (the number of saved sentence results) for each participant (See Figure 2). 

- Sentences: By clicking on the Sentences icon, the sentence bank is displayed, i.e. it 

shows all sentences in the bank. The content of each sentence is displayed when 

clicked. 

- Test: By clicking on the Test icon, a new page “Generate Test Report” appears 

i.e. test reports for each participant that has been tested. 

 

 
Figure 2: Dashboard, Sentences, and Test of the Web-based Sentence repetition 

test. 

 

B) Participants: The information about all participants; Participant ID and Date of birth. The saved 

information about the participants can be modified and new participants may be created. At the 

bottom of this page an account list displays all participants. 

 

 
 
Figure 3: Participants; Participant ID and Date of birth 
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C) Sentence-> Sentence List: On this page, at present, 60 sentences are available. The first 20 

sentences (Moll et al. 2015) have the prefix “Pre” before their sentence Id. The second 20 sentences 

are the next set of 20 sentences constructed by Nakeva von Mentzer (2018), their sentence Id have 

the prefix “Post”, and the third 20 sentences are in Swedish (Sör and Nakeva von Mentzer, 2018) 

which are shown in Table 2. The sentences are displayed with detailed information including 

Number (1-60), Sentences Id (Pre, Post), Sentences, Noun, Verb, Adj, Art, Rest. At the right 

hand side an Action button (Active, Deactive) enables activation or deactivation of the sentences. 

 

 
Figure 4: The sentence list. 

The 20 sentence are displayed in upper part of the Table 1 categorized after their length 

(short/long) and complexity (low/high). The lower part of the Table 1 with the title Cecilia 

Nakeva von Mentzer shows the 20 sentences created for the Oticon study (Pinkl et al, 

2021). Observe that when performing the test pre and post intervention the four 

sentences 4, 9, 14, and 19 should be excluded (see Ranjbar et al., submitted) 

The sentences in Swedish are shown in Table 2. 

 

D) Participant Test: At this page a new test may be registered. The tester writes her/his name in the 

box “Tester Name”, chooses the Session Type (Pre test, Post Test), and chooses the Participant 

Code. This is saved in the database. 
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Figure 5: Registering a new test. 

 

E) Test report: At this page, test reports for the chosen Participant Code and Session Type (Pre test, 

Post test) may be generated. The report is in the form of an excel file, including information about 

the participant and her/his test results. 

 

 
 
Figure 6: Generating a test report. 

 

 

F) Calibration page: At this page the volume of the loud speaker may be calibrated. You start by 

clicking the Play button while moving the blue bar in the right or left direction to the desired level. 

For example when testing children with hearing aid a level of 50 dB SPL is optimal. By using a 

dosimeter you can adjust the level until it shows the desired level. 
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Figure 7: Calibration of the volume. 
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Table 1. The Web-based Sentence Repetition test with items presented by condition (length (x-axis) and complexity (y-axis)) 

Moll, Hulme, Nag & Snowling (2015). Adapted to American English by Nakeva von Mentzer 2018 

 Length 

Complexity Short Long 

Low 1. A lady passed the man the paper. 
2. A boy offered the girl a ride1. 
3. The woman ordered the man a meal. 
4. The teacher promised the boy a sticker. 
5. The mom2 baked her daughter a pie.  
 

11. A pretty woman passed the tall boy the crumpled magazine. 
12. A friendly girl offered the new boy a purple pencil. 
13. The kind man ordered the tired woman a hot coffee. 
14. The busy chef promised the thirsty guest a cold drink. 
15. A sweet girl baked the shy boy a chocolate cake 

High 6. The paper was passed by a lady to the man. 
7. A ride1 was offered by a boy to the girl. 
8. A meal was ordered by the woman for the man. 
9. A sticker was promised by the teacher to the boy. 
10. A pie was baked by the mom2 for her daughter. 

16. The crumpled magazine was passed by a pretty woman to the tall 
boy. 
17. A purple pencil was offered by a friendly girl to the new boy 
18. A hot coffee was ordered by the kind man for the tired woman. 
19. A cold drink was promised by the busy chef to the thirsty guest. 
20. A chocolate cake was baked by a sweet girl for the shy boy. 

Nakeva von Mentzer (2018) 

 Length 

Complexity Short Long 

Low 1. A man returned the lady the book.  
2. A girl saved the boy a ticket.  
3. The man served the woman a fruit.  
4. The police granted the girl a reward.  
5. The dad delivered his son a piano.  

11. A nervous man returned the sick girl the cute bag.  
12. A helpful boy saved the good girl a silver spoon.  
13. The famous woman served the busy man a simple dish.  
14. The proud actress granted the skilled reporter a nice payment. 
15. A quiet boy delivered the hungry girl a lemon bread.  

 
High 6. The book was returned by a man to the lady.  

7. A ticket was saved by a girl for the boy.  
8. A fruit was served by the man to the woman.  
9. A reward was granted by the police to the girl.  
10. A piano was delivered by the dad to his son.  

16. The cute bag was returned by a nervous man to the sick girl.  
17. A silver spoon was saved by a helpful boy for the good girl.  
18. A simple dish was served by the famous woman for the busy man.  
19. A nice payment was granted by the proud actress to the skilled 
reporter. 
20. A lemon bread was delivered by a quiet boy to the hungry girl. 

Note, 1 = ‘sweet’ in the British version, 2 = ‘mum’ in the British version. The full version (20 sentences) from the Moll et al. version was analysed. An item analysis was conducted 

prior to the intervention study (Pinkl et al., 2021). According to the analysis, sentence 14 and 19 were unbalanced between the Moll et al version and the Nakeva von Mentzer 

version. Since the same verbs (promised and granted) are repeated for all 4 conditions, all 4 sentences containing these verbs (sentence 4, 9, 14 and 19) in both versions were 

removed and 16 sentences were used pre- and post intervention. 
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Table 2. The Web-based Sentence Repetition test with sentences in Swedish developed by Cecilia 

Nakeva von Mentzer. 

Sentence Id Sentences 

Pre 1 En kvinna skickade pappret till mannen 

Pre 2 En pojke erbjöd skjuts till flickan 

Pre 3 Kvinnan beställde en måltid till mannen 

Pre 4 Läraren lovade ett klistermärke till pojken 

Pre 5 Mamman bakade en paj till sin dotter 

Pre 6 Pappret skickades av en kvinna till mannen 

Pre 7 Skjuts erbjöds av en pojke till flickan 

Pre 8 En måltid beställdes av en kvinna till mannen 

Pre 9 Ett klistermärke lovades av läraren till pojken 

Pre 10 En paj bakades av mamman till sin dotter 

Pre 11 En fin kvinna skickade den skrynkliga tidningen till den långa pojken 

Pre 12 En snäll flicka erbjöd en lila penna till den nya pojken 

Pre 13 Den vänliga mannen beställde en varm kaffe till den trötta kvinnan 

Pre 14 Den upptagna chefen lovade en kall drink till den törstiga gästen 

Pre 15 En gullig flicka bakade en chokladkaka till den blyga pojken 

Pre 16 Den skrynkliga tidningen skickades av en fin kvinna till den långa pojken 

Pre 17 En lila penna erbjöds av en snäll flicka till den nya pojken 

Pre 18 En varm kaffe beställdes av den snälla mannen till den trötta kvinnan 

Pre 19 En kall drink lovades av den upptagna chefen till den törstiga gästen 

Pre 20 En chokladkaka bakades av en gullig flicka till den blyga pojken 
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